
Altitude PBS
Altitude PBS (Preferential Bidding System) is a comprehensive rostering/scheduling solution
used to create personalized crewmember (cockpit and cabin) monthly schedules that take
into account crewmember preferences, collective agreements, and preassigned tasks.

Altitude PBS provides crewmembers greater control over their work lives, while ensuring
airlines meet their operational objectives such as reserve coverage and open time control.

Efficiently allocates duties and time-off respecting assignment rules, quality 
guidelines, legality and preferences

Helps improve productivity and increases crew satisfaction

Allows crewmembers to enter an unlimited number of requests through
the intuitive crew interface

Facts

Increase Operational Efficiency and Crew Quality of Life



Fit for your Airline

With airlines’ increasingly complex organizational
structure, Altitude PBS provides an efficient
solution that directly responds to your
requirements and understands the dynamic
issues within your operations.
With over 100 different bid options to select,
grouped into appropriate categories - like time
off, pairing characteristics and quality of life -
airlines and crewmember associations can select
the bid options required, providing a fully
customized solution designed to fit your
operations.

Control quality, Customize preferences

Altitude PBS is available in either strict seniority
or fair share contexts.
For strict seniority, Altitude PBS’s global
approach respects crewmember seniority with
the goal of maximizing each crewmember’s
satisfaction.
In a fair share context, every crewmember is
treated fairly and equitably, while maximizing
global satisfaction among all crewmembers.

Advanced Forecasting Capabilities

With Altitude PBS, planners have the ability to
quickly assess different scenarios and
immediately react to changes, delivering a
valuable competitive advantage to your airline.

Planners can perform monthly scheduling tasks
and launch the solver for the automatic
generation of personalized crew lines.

The planner interface features a fully graphical
schedule editor, enabling the planner to
efficiently perform all pre-award tasks, such as
pre-assignments, training allocation, or any last
minute updates of a crewmember’s activities.

The interface also features a capacity analysis
tool that provides a visual assessment of crew
availability. With Altitude PBS’ Solution Analysis
Tool (SAT), the planner can answer queries such
as why a crewmember did not obtain a specific
pairing.

Featuring a Powerful Optimization Solver

GENCOL, a proprietary optimizer, is a state-of-
the-art column generation technology that
features a global approach to generating
schedules. This approach considers the entire
category over the entire planning horizon,
providing crewmembers with optimized
schedules that enhance employee satisfaction
and improve organizational efficiencies.

Crewmember Benefits

The Intuitive crew interface enables
crewmembers to easily submit their bids through
a desktop or mobile application.
Thanks to the intuitive User Interface,
crewmembers can benefits from:
• Accurate and transparent bidding process
• Ability to express preference
• Improved crewmember lifestyle
• Web access from anywhere, at anytime
• Access to communications from planners
• Bid Analyzer: allows crewmembers to validate

bids against existing pairings

.
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The AD OPT Solutions Suite

AD OPT a comprehensive crew planning solutions provider, delivers powerful insight for result-driven 
airlines. With AD OPT, airlines can link their crew planning activities to strategic objectives in order to 
determine what is impacting productivity, profitability, and crew satisfaction – then take decisive action 
to achieve operational excellence.

The AD OPT solutions suite delivers enhanced operational flexibility and cost control. It enables you to 
automate and optimize your flight operations processes as they relate to strategic planning, fleet and 
flight planning, and manpower planning. 

Different Bid Models to Choose From

Depending on your airline’s organizational structure and crewmember needs, you can select one of
three Altitude PBS bid models: weighted and automatic mode or preference set.

The Weighted Approach enables crewmembers to indicate the importance of each preference to them.
Weighting is easily performed using HI, MED, and LOW qualifiers in the Automatic mode, while more
seasoned users can use the full 1 to 1,000 range of values available to crewmembers who want to
refine their bid.

The Preference Set Approach enables crewmembers to specify and rank multiple sets of preferences.
Bids are grouped together into preference sets and each preference set is ranked in priority order,
where the solver’s goal is to search through virtually all combinations to award the highest possible
preference set.

Regardless of the selected approach or bid model, the solver’s core objectives are to maximize each
crewmember’s satisfaction, strict respect of seniority or fairness, and to respect all business
objectives.
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